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The story so far...
Well, you’ve already met our heroes! Ollie, the sneaky Red fox who just loves tricky 

riddles, and Izzy, the white Rabbit with a passion for maths. 

The best friends decided to team up and take part in the world’s greatest 
challenge... The Bepuzzled Treasure Trail!!!

In this around the world hunt, players were tasked with finding 10 clues that they 
would then use to claim a priceless treasure...

Sir Kirstin Armitage’s long lost notebook! 

This isn’t just any old notebook, Sir Armitage is the only raccoon 
to have discovered, and travelled to, a hidden city on the dark 

side of the moon. In his notebook lies the map that can lead back 
curious adventurers. That’s something Izzy and Ollie couldn’t 

resist, being the intrepid explorers that they are....



Now that you’ve helped them solve the ten riddles on their 
globe trotting trip, they are back and ready to work out the 
final destination of the prize! They pondered on this for hours 
until Ollie decided to write down all of the riddle answers on 
the board...



When they looked at the answers together something jumped out at them... a 
word... no, a name! The name of the final location! Can you see it?



Without a moment’s pause, they 
jumped onto their CRawlicopter 

and were off. Now they had a name 
but they weren’t sure exactly 

where it was...

So... their first stop would be 
the best map makers in the 

world... 

Dolphin Island!



When they arrived, the dolphins were in the middle of a 
party and not too keen to help them out. They said they’d 

help if they beat them at a party game sooo....



Luckily for them, foxes have amazing balance with their 
big bushy tails, and Ollie breezed through to win! The 

dolphins clapped and handed over the map to Spennymoor. 
Unfortunately, the dolphins weren’t finished playing games...



Those slippery dolphins gave them a map but included a maze in it! They said 
“Take the path that crosses the others the least amount of times and doesn’t 

split off anywhere”... What!!! Can you help? 



Finally they arrived... BUT they weren’t the first! Luckily for them nobody knew 
what to do once they were there. Only Izzy noticed a strange 

message on the town sign... but what did it mean?!!....



Ollie jumped up “Your in the middle! As in U-R... add CH 
at the front aaand at back and you get... CH-UR-CH!” 
They quietly ducked away and ran down there. When 
they arrived they found a note by the front door...



Look for the book in a reading nook, 
32 is the number you need before you can read,
You'll find me in the end hanging out in plain 

sight with my friends!



“The library!!!!” They shouted at 
the same time. Where else would 

you hide a book in plain sight! They 
walked over to L-32 and found their 

prize just sitting there! 

“We won!!!!”



With the map to the secret lunar city in hand, our 
brave explorers called a friend from their trip. 

The rocket landed with a TSHHHH....THUD and they 
walked up the ladder. Next stop, the moon! 

Do you want to come along?!



To be continued...
in space!


